
 WALKER WERKS1  
A Tower2 of Falcons or 3-in-1 Becomes 1-into-3 

A Tail (Tale) of Three Falcons 

 

I was able to purchase the AMT 67 Falcon kit from my friend Brian’s estate. Although it doesn’t say on 

the box, this is a 3-in-1 kit, meaning: Stock, Racing and Custom. It turned into a donor kit for three builds 

and became a 1-into-3 built cars. 

In 1967, my family bought a new ’67 Falcon with the 289 V8 engine, which was the perfect choice 

according to r a 17-year-old who had just received his licence 

Here is the original brochure with my dad’s note, stating the car was turquoise. My mom usually picked 

the colours so we had over the years a ’58 Pontiac, ’60 Larson boat (which I still have), and the ’67 

Falcon, all in turquoise. Not surprising, the kitchen in the old cottage was turquoise and we still have a 

turquoise breadbox and some dishes. 

 

 
1 Walker Werks – No he doesn’t he is retired. 
2 Collective noun for Falcons 



 

This is the model kit I bought from Brian’s estate. I built the stock version from the kit and used the drag 

racing and custom parts to restore two older builds. 

 



1967 Falcon – Stock 

This is built straight from the box of a fifty-four-year-old kit. No decals or tires were in the box but 

otherwise the kit was complete. The colour is Testors Turquoise, which laid down beautifully with 

lacquer thinner about 40%. 

 

 

 



 

  



1968 Falcon – Drag 

I built this kit back when it was new as the drag version. I tried to emulate the box art. 

 

This is what the build looked like back in 1968. Grille cut out to emulate box and thread for spark pug 

wires as was the fashion then. It was painted yellow of course. 

 

 



Here it is before restoration. Front suspension broken and gone. Only one taillight chrome bezel left and 

missing most of engine top. 

 

 



Engine and suspension parts from ’67 kit used to complete this. Parts box tires and decals used. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



1969 Falcon – Custom 

Here is 1969 Falcon I had in my stash: origin unknown. The rear wheel wells are cut out for a drag 

version. I suspect it would be hard to find any Falcon built-up from this era that still has the stock wheel 

openings. Didn’t want to use the hood with raised scoop so adapted one from a 1963 Ford Galaxie (It is 

a custom.) 

 

The interior tub from the ’68 drag car was cut in pieces so reassembled with parts box seats. 

 



 

 

 



 

 

The best kind of builds – fun! Thanks for looking. 


